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Mutual co,rings among the mathematicalmodels ofphysical
phenomena and parts of a sy,_em such as an aircraft com-
plicate the designprocessbecause each contemplated design
change may have a far reachingconsequences fl_mghout the
system. This paper outlines techniques for computing these
inducteesas system designderivatives usefulfo_bothjudg-
mental and formal optimization p_ The techniques fa-
cilitate decomposition of the design processinto smaller, more
manageable tasks and they form a methodology that can easily
fit into exisling engineezing organizations and inco_'ate their
design tools.
1. INTRODUCTION
The engineering design process is a two-sided activity as
ilium'areal in Fig. I. It has a qualitative dde dominated by
human inventiveness,creativity,and intuition. The other side
isquantitative,concerned with generatingnumericalanswers
tothe questionsthatariseou the qu_itativeside.The process
goes forward by a continual question-answer iteration between
the two .ides. To s_ort that process one needs a compu-
tational _cture capable of enswefing the above ques-
tions expeditiously and accurately. For development of such
an infrdm_cture, the idea of "pu,J, button design" ought to
be di.u:ard_ in favor of a realistic recognition of the role of
human min d as the leading fore in the design plocess and of
the role of ma_bcma_cs and computers as the indLwensable
tools. It is clear that whRe conceiving different design cow
cepts is a function of hmssan mind, the evaluation and choice
among competing, di_-n=tely diffe_eut concel_, e_g., clas_al
configurationvL a forward swept wing and a canardconflgu-
nuiou, _ that each concept be optimized to reveal its full
potential. This approach is consistent with the cxeal/ve charac-
teristics ofthehuman mind and the efficiency, precision, and
infan_le memory of the computer.
The computational infi-am'ucmre for suFpon of the design
prucessentailsdatamanagement, graphics, and numerics.The
first two embodied in CAD/CAM systems axe welLknown and
are taken for granted as a fzamewodk for the numerics. The
purpo_ of this paper Is to introduce some new techniques
which may be regarded as a subset of the latter. Included
in the &mcuuioe ate the system behavior derivatives with
respect to design variables, their use for both judgmental and
mathematical optimization proposes, formal decomposition
of a system into its c0mponents, and ramifications of that
decomposition for system sensitivity analysisand optimization,
all illustrated by aircraft application examples. The impact
on the design process of a methodology fonued by these
techniques is aim examined.
2. EFFECt OF DESIGN VARIABLE CHANGE IN A
COMPLEX SYSTEM
An ai_raft is a complex system of interacting parts and physi-
cal phenomena whose behavior may be influenced by assigning
values to the design variables. Since the design pn3cess ia, gen-
enliy, concemed with an aiaura_ that does not yet exist, one
wodcs with its surrogate--a system of mathematical models
that correspond, roughly, to the engineering disciplines, and to
physicalpans of the vehicle. These mathematical models send
data to each other as depicted in the center of Hg. 2, and they
also accept design variable values _ inputs f_um the designers.
To know how to change these design variables, designers must
know the answers to "what if' questions, inch as "what w/ll
be the effect on the system behavior if the design vaziables
X, Y, Z will be changed to X + AX, Y + AY, Z + AZ?",
implied by the loop in Fig. 2.
An example of a hypersonic _ in Ftg. 3 i]lust_es
how dil_cult R may be to answer an "what if' question for
even a single variable change in a complex system in which
everj_hing influences ever3nhing ebe. Consider a sm_mml
cross-sectional thicknesst in the fm_xAy of a hypersonic
shown in the upper half of Fig. 3 u a design variable
that is to be changed. The lower half of the figure de_cts a
complex chain of influences uiggered by the change of t and,
ultimately, affecting the vehicle performance. The change of t
influencesthe position of the bow shock wave relative to the
in]el in two ways: through the nose deflection, and through the
weight and the center of gravity position both of which a_ect
the uimmed an_e of attack. The shock wave position relative
to the inlet is a sUong factor in the propulsive efficiency of
the engine that, in ram, combines with the wci_t to influence
the atw_ performance. Additional influence on performance
is through the angle of anac.k whine change alters the vehicle
aerodynamic lift and drag. The _t modifications of the
performance may requite resi2ing of the vehicle which, of
course, may be a sufficient reason to change t again, and so on,
until the iteration represenled by the feedback loop in Hg. 3
converges.
The above iteration engages a number of mathematical mod-
els such as muctmes, aerodynamics, prepuL_on, and vehicle
performance. For the purposes of th/s discu._sion, each such
model may be regarded as a black box converting input to
output and, consistent with the black box concept, the inner
wod_ngs of the model will be left outside of the scope of the
discussion. While it may not be too di£ficult to evaluate the
inpm-on-omput effect for each single black box taken _"pa-
rarely, evaluation of the resultant change for the entire _y_em
of such black boxes may be exceedingly di_cult, especially
wheniterationsateinvolved.Ingeneral,theresultantmaybe
• smalldifferenceoflargenumbers, so even its sign may be
irnpom'ble to predict without a precise reanalysi¢ of the entize
system.
To generafizefrom the above example, letX and Y denote
the system input and output, respectively, e.g., the _auctural
cover thickness t and a m_ of pedonnance such as the
aiscra_ range.Then, thede,valve dY/dX is a mea_ of the
influence of X on Y and i_ value answen quantitatively the
L_octat_ "what if" que_on. More ptexisely, the deziva_,e
value infonm only about the rate of change of Y at the value of
X for which the derivative was obtained. Determinsfioe _ the
increment of Y for • given f_te inc_ment of X, if Y(X) is
nonlinetr, can be done approximately by a linear extrapolation
dY
(1) ]"new = Yold -I- TAX
Capability to extrapolate as above f_ many different X and
Y variables, enables one to decide, e/ther judgmentally or
by means of an optimization program, which vaziables X to
change and by how much, in order to improve the design
in uxne way. However, th_ cap•billy ;s /n=dlcated m
avanabil_ of the deriv_ives dY/dX termed the system design
derivatives (SDD). For huge system analysis, espec/ally if the
analysis is iterafive, its is advantageous to •void the brute force
method of finite di_c_.uclng on the entile system maly_ in
computedon of these dexivafives.
2.1 System Design Derlvaaves
Remembering th-, the mathematical model of an engineedng
may be an assemblage of a large number of mathe-
madcal models _'presenting its components and the gove_xing
phyidcal phmomml, it is convenient to lhnit the discussion to
such black box models _ that nmnber is ,mall enough
to foyer comprehenzion an& yet, large enough to develop a
general solution pattern. 3k_n_ing a vect¢_ function repm-
umta_on to each black box, the set of equations rep_aent_g
the ryatem of the b]ac.k boxes o, _, 7 exchanging data as
ilium•ted in Pig- 4 is
Y. - Y..(X, Yp, Y.I)
(2) Yp= Yp(x, Yo,Y_)
The Y and X variables ia the above am vectom _ in
the black boxes _Aectlvely, e.&, some, but hoe n_y all,
elements of the vectors X and Ya enter the black box /_ as
inp_L Regarding Y_(X, Yo, Y._) as an example of a black
box. the arguments, X, Y_, Y_, are the inp_ and Y$ is an
ompet. The rune•iota in eq. 2 ate coupled by thdr outputs
appearing as inputs, hence they form a set of simultaneous
equations that can be solved for Y for given X. The act of
obtaining such a solution is mfened to as the system analysis
(SA). In the pl_tence of l_Dlineari6es, SA is umttly iterafive.
For each function in eq. 2, ooe can calculate derivatives of
out'put with _sp_ to any particular input vaxiable, assuming
that other variables me fixed. From the ¢nl_e system perspec-
rive, these derivatives me _ derivatives since they inca-
only the local input-on-ourpet effect,asopposed to aDD
which are total derivatives because they include the effect of
the couplings. To prepare for fmxher discussion, the pamti
derivatives corresponding to the Y-i_ts are collected in the
]a_obian matrices designated by a pair of subscripts identifying
the origins of the ou_ut aod iaput. _._ively. For example,
(3) J-,o= [_)'.,/oY..]
is a mal_x whose j-th column is made of the partial der_v_ives
_Y'_/_Y_. _w_ _¢ _ng_ of _ as N_ and _ _enS_
of Y_, as N,,, the dimemlom of m_c 3-_ _ N_ × Na.
It wfl/be mnemomc to refer to the pa_ial derlva_vcs in the
_'obian matnoes u the c_-_er/vafives.
The remaining pat_ de,iv•tires co_responding to the X-
inputs are collected in vectors, one vector per each of the NX
elements of the vector of design "ouiables X, e.g.
isa vectorof thelengthN_ ( ' denotestransposition).
CalcuJat_onof the above part, a/ der/vat/vesmay be accom-
plished by any means •ratable for a pattlcular black box
at hand, and may range from finite diff¢-rcacing to quasi-
analytical methods (reg'. ]0 and 2).
It was shown in _ef. 3 that d_ffe_on of the functions in
eq. 2 as composite functionsand appHca_on of the implicit
function theon'-m leads to a u_ of simultaneous, linear. _Ige-
bralc equations, nderre<! to as the Global Sons_vity Equations
(GSE). in which the above pa_a_ dedv_ves appear _ coeffi-
cients and the SDD are the unknowns. For the system of eq. 2,
theGSE ate
I'
L-s_ -.z_# L a'_'_,l_ , OY_lOX_
O)
These equa_ons may be fon'nedouly after the SA was per-
formed for • particular X, a pa_cu_r p_t __the deign
because the compu_on of the _ den_vatlve_ re-
quiresthatallthe X and Y valuesbe known. For a given
X, the matxix of coefficients depends only on the W_tem cou-
plings and is not affected by the cboioeofX for the right hand
side. Hence that maulx may be factoredonce and reu_..dina
baclu_bsdmdoa operation to compute as many sets of SDD's
as many d_ffemrtt X k variables are represented in the set of
multiple l_t-hamd-_ide vectors.
As recommended in reL 3, numer/cal sol,ion of eq. 5 and
interpretation of the SDD values ,wfl] be facilitated by nonnal-
i2afion of thecoef_ents in the m_'Lx and in the _gh! hand
sides by the values of Yo and Xo of the Y and X variables for
which the partial dedva_ves were calculated. The normalized
coefficients take on the fol]ow_ng form, ilium-•ted by • few
examples fJum i-th row in the _ pa_ition in eq.5
OY_ aY_i dY#_
2
where the normalization coef6cients q are
= = =
Solution of the nonnali2ed eq. 5 yidds normalized vaJues of
the SDD's fi'om which the unnonnafized values may 'always
be recovered given the above definitions.
Fcrma_on of the GSE and theb solutionfora s_ o_ SDD's
willbe refenedto as theSystem _-n_dv_ Andy_ (SSA).
2.2 Utility of the System Design Derivatives
The SDD can'y the trend information that under a conve_tional
approach would be sought by :esorting to statistical data or to
the parame_c studies. The fom_er have the merit of capturing
a vast precedent knowledge but may turn out to be ineffective
if the vehicle at hand is advanced far beyond the existing
experience. The latter provide an insight into the enfi_e interval
of intere_ but only for a few va_ables at a time, and that inelght
tends to be quickly lost if there are many design variables, in
which case the computational cost of the _etric studies
also may become an impediment.
In contrast, the SDD information is m-icdy local b,w it _ects
the influences of an the des/gn variables on aJ] aspects of the
system behavior. Then_fore, the SSA should not be regarded as
a replacement of the above two approaches but as their log/ca]
ccmplemem whose results are useful in at least two ways.
2.23 Ranking design variables for effectiventss
A full set of SDD for a sys:em with NY variables in Y and
NX va_ables in X is a num_ NY x NX. The j-rh column
of the matrix descn'bes the degree ¢_ influence of variable Xj
oa the behav/cr variables Y. Conve_ely, the i-th row shows
the strength of _ of all the design vadable_ X on the
i-th behavior variable _. For nomudized SDD's, comparison
of these strengths c_ influence becomes meaningful _nd may
be used to rank the design va_ablu by the degree of their
influence on the particular behavior vm'iable. This ranking
may be used as a basis for judgmentally changing the design
variable va/ues and for deciding which deign variables to use
in a fonna/optlm/za_on.
An example of such rankin 8 is illustrated for the wing of a
gencnd aviation aircraft shown in Hg, 5. The design vsfiables
axe tlxicimesses t of the panels in the upper cover of the wing
box and the behavior variable k the aircraft range R. The
chainofinfluencesleadingfrom a panel d_icknesstotherange
calculatedby means of the Breguet formula is depictedon
the left side in Fig. 6. In the Breguet formula, We denotes the
zefo-fael weight and Wp stands for the fuel weight. ]ncr_tsing
t in one of thepanels increasestheweight We and, in gcn_
_.Auces the drag of a flex_le wing by stiffening its s_uctme.
Consequently, the range is influenced in conflicting ways that
would make pre_cfion by judgment difficult. However, the
corresponding SSA yields the SDD's forthe upper row of the
wing cover panels inu_-ale_ by the heights of the ve_cal bars
over the upper wing cove_ panels in _g. 6. The ba_ show thor
among all the wing cover panels, mg t in the extxeme
outboard panel would increase range the most.
222 Gradiera-guided forrnal optimization
Most of the formal op_on methods applicable in large
engine.e_g problems use the first derivative infonna6on to
guide the sear_ for a better design. Since the SDD wJues
provide such k_'orraafioo for all the Y and X variables of
interest, the SSA may be incorpor_ed, together with SA,, m a
system optimization procedure (SOP) based on thewell-known
piecewise approximate analys/s approach (e.g., ref. 4). The
SOP flowchart b depicted in Fxg. 7. An important benefit of
the SOP organization b the ol_3_.mity for parallel processing
seen in the flowchart oper_on imme.d_ely following the
SA. In that operation, one computes concunently the papal
der_va_ves of input with respect to output for all the system
black boxes, in orde_ to form the 1acobian matrices (eq.
3) and the ,/ght-hand-dde vecton (eq. 4) needed to form
the GSE (eq. 5) whose solution yields the SDD's. In a
conventional approach, these SDD's would be computed by
finite differencing on SA. The SDD values tre mbsequenfly
used in Approximate Analysis (extmpoladoa formulas) that
supplies the olXimizer (a design space search algo_un) with
information on the system behavior for every change of the
design variables generated by that optimizer, and does it at a
cost aegl_'ble in comparison with the cost of SA.
A genenc hypersonic _ _tTtar to the one that was
cussed in Hg. 3 was used as a test for the above optimization.
The geometrical design vsriablcs for the case zrc shown in
F_g, 8. Additional design vs_d_les we:e the deflections of
the connol su_aces, and the cross-sectional structural dimen-
sions of chc fosebody. Tb_ prolxdsivc efficiency measm_ by
the I_ index, defined as the thrust minus drag divided by the
fuel mass flow rate, was chosen as the objective function to
be maximized. The dz_a_t takc-off gross weisht (TOGW)
for a given mission is very sensitive to that index, thus max-
im/zafion of the index effectively minimizes TOGW. For the
reasons discussed in conjunction with F,.& 3, the problem sr_
qubes consideration of a system composed _ _emdynamics,
pmpul_on, performance analysis, and mucmres. The opti-
mization included constraints on the abcraft as a whole and on
behavior in the above disciplines. Results are shown in Table I
in terms of the initial and final valne_ of the dedgn variables
(cmss-se_onal dimendcas omiRed) and of the objecti_e func-
fioa, _ll normalized by the iaitisl values. Considering that the
values result_ fix_m an extendve design effort using
a conventional approach, the nearly 13% improvement in the
pmpuldve efficiency was regarded as very significant indeed.
Another example of the SOP application is the case of a hyper-
sonic inte_e'pt_(Fig.91) reportedin re£ 5. Tbe opthniz_on
objective was the m/n/mum of TOGW for the nfisslon
fxle illustrated ia Fig. 9b. The system comp_ed the modules
of the configurafio_ geometry, configur_on mass properd_,
mission performance analysis, aen>dynamics, and propulsion
as depicted in Hg. 10, and the design vanable_ were the wing
aJea. scale factor for the turbojet engine, scale factor for the
ramjet engine, and the fuselage length. The constraint _ in-
cluded a limit on the t_me needed to reach the combat zone,
the take-off velocity, md the fuel available mass being al least
equal to the o_e lequired (the fuel badance constra/nt). It should
be noted that in a conventional approach to aircraft design, sat-
isfac:_on of the latter constraint is one of the principal goals in
4development of a baseline configuration whose improvement
is subsequently _oaght by parametric studies in Which the de-
sign vaziables are vaned while always stxiving to hold the fuel
balance constraint satisfied. In contnm to that practice, the op-
fimlzatlou mix>fred in re_L5 allowed the fuel balance constraint
to be violated in the baseline co_figm-afien and achieved saris-
factionof that conm-aintin thecourseof theoptimizationpro-
cess. _ demonmated that aa optimization procedme may
do more than just improve on an initial, fea_%le configuration;
it can actually synthesize an optimal cmfiguntion s-._'dng with
ooe that is not even capable of peffmming • requi_ mission.
Toe optimization reralu am illustrated by • vertical bar chart in
_8. 11 that shows the changes of the design variables and of a
_niflcam (13%) improvement of the objective fimcflon. The
flgme shows aim that the initially violated constraintsof time
to intexuept and take-off velocity were brought to satisfaction
in the optimal configuration. The SOP converged in only 4 to
5 _.petifions of $A and $$A.
3. MERITS AND DEMERITS
Before diJcussiou of the nmfificafions of the above sensitivity-
based ¢_afion in • sy_,era design process, it may be useful
to examine briefly the merits and demerits of the proposed
approa_ relative to the conventional technique of generating
SSD by finite differmcing on the entire SA.
3.1 Aecmracy tad Concurrent Computing
Toe $SA _ on eq. 5 has two unique advantages. Hm,
the accuracy of SDD is intrinsically mperior to that obtainable
from finite differencing whose precision depends on the step
length ia a manner that is di£ficult to predict. As pointed out
in reX. 6 it is pmlculady wae in the case of an iterafive SA
whose _ often dependsca an arbitrary,"p_cal" con-
vezgenoecrherioe. Second. the_ is au opportunityfor con-
cuneat computing in the generation of the partial dedvmives
which exploits the technology of parallel processing offered
by mul_rec_ eompute_ and computer netwcnk_. Con-
current comptn_g aim mables the mgineering woddoad to
be dbtn'buted among the _ groups in an engineemg
orgmization to cemFren the project e=ecufion time.
3.2 Computational Cost
Experience indicates that in latge engineering at,pfic_ons,
most of the optimization eemputmional cost is generated by the
finite difference operations. The_ore, relative reduction of the
cmt of these operations translates into nearly the same relative
reduction of the cost of the entire optim_fion procedure.
The computational cost of the SSA based on eq. 5, designated
CI, may be reduced, in most eases very decisively, below
that of finite differencing on the emhe SA. denoted by 02,
bm to achieve that reduction the analyst should be aware of
the lXincipal factors involved. To define these factors, let the
computational cost of one SA be denoted by CSA while CBAi
will stand for the computational cost of one analysis _ the
i-th black box in the system composed of NB black boxes.
The i-th black box receives an input of NX, design variables
X, and _ variables Y from the other black boxes in
system. Asmmfing for both altem=rives the s_nplest one step
finite difference algorithm that _ one reference analysis
and one perturbed analysis for each input variable, the cor_._
Ox and 02 may be estimated as
(7) i
0_ = (1 + NX)OSA
Even though one may expect OBA_ < OSA, a sut_ciently
large NT_ may generate O1 > 02 and render SSA based on
eq. 5 unattractive compared to finite differencing on the enfi_
SA- This points to N_, tenned the interaction bandwidth,
as the ct_'c.al factor whose magnitude ghouid be rednced as
much as por_%le. Reducing the inten_ion bandwidth requit_
judgment aa illust_xed by an example ofan elam_, high aspect
ratio wing treated as • system whose _rnelas_k: behavior
is modeled by interaction of aerodynamics and
represented by an _ analysis and _jdte Element analysis
code_, re,_'pucfively. If one let the full output fixnn each of
these black boxes be uransmined to the other, there misht
be h_ of pressure coe_q_cients entering the structural
analysis and thousands of deform_ons sent to the aerodynamic
analy_J. Whh the N3_ values in the hundreds and _housand&
respectively, it would be quite likely that O! > 02. However,
one may condense the information flowing between the two
black boxes by taking advantage of the high aspect ratiowing
slenderness. For a slender wing h is reasc_able to represent
the entire ,--rodynamic load by, say, a set of 5 concentrated
fot_es at each of 10 separate chords, and to reduce the elastic
deformation data to, say, elate twis_ angles at 7 separate
cbo_ls. This condensation reduces the N3_ values to 50
for _acttues and 7 for aerodynamics. In the finite element
code, that implie_ 50 additional loading cases all of which
can be computed very efficiently by the multiple loading case
option---a standard featu_ in finite dement codes. The C_=D
code would have to be executed enly 7 additional times. Thus,
the advantage of the interaction bandwidth condensation is
evident In general, a condensa_on such as the one descn-oed
above for • pan/cuinr e=ample may be accomplished by
the reduced basis methods, among which the Ritz f'unc_ons
at_rmch is, perhaps, the besx known one.
3.3 PotentialStugelartty
One should be •ware when using SSA based on eq. 5 that,
in _ cases, the matxlx of coefficients in these equations
may be singular. In ge4_netrical terms, a solution in SA
may be interpreted geomeuically as a vertex of hyperplanes
on which the residuals of the governing equations for the
black boxes involved are zero. As pointed in ref. 3, eq. 5 m_
wen-conditioned ff these hyperplan_ intersect at laxge ingles,
ideally when they are mutually orthogonal. For two functions
of two variables t_e zero-residual hype_lanes roduce to _he
zero-_esidual contours, and an example of a neafly-orthogon,xl
solution intersection is shown in Fig. 12a. In some cases,
the mtenection angles may tend to be very acute, in the limit
they may be zero in which case a solution exist by virtue of
tansency of two curved contours as illuswated in Hg- 12b. I_
is shown in pal. 3 that eq. 5 imply local Lineaxization of the_
contoun in the vicinity o_ the inlenection point so that the
solution point is intea'tweted as an interaction of the tangents.
Consequently, in the dmatlon depicted in Fig. 12b the tangents
coincideandthematxixofeq.5becomessingular.Insucha
case, eq. 5 should be replaced by an alternative formulation of
thesystem sensitivityequationsin ref.3 based on residuals.
There were no cases of singularityreportedso far in any
applicationsprobablybec.ansethe systemsolutionsof thetype
illu_ inFig.12b characterizean W-posed systemazalysis
usuallyavoidedinpractice.
3.4 Discrete Variables
Neither the reference technique nOr the SSA based on eq. 5 can
accommodate truly disc_e design variables. Truly di.u:zeto
design variables are defined for the purposes of this discussion
as those with respect to which SA is not differentiable. These
am distinct fa'om quasi--re variables with _ to which
SA is differenliable but which may only be physically realiz-
able in a set of disc_te values. An example of the former is
an engine location on the _: either under the wing or at
the aft end of the fuselage. An example of the latter is sheet
metal thickness available in a set of commercial gages.
In the case of truly discrete design va_ables, different combina-
tions of such variables define different design concepts (alter-
natives) and each concept may be optimized ia its own design
space of the remaining continuous variables, in order to bring
itup to itstreepotentialThen, one may choosefi'omamong
the optimal alternatives. Occasionally. • con_uous tr_sfor-
marion might be poss_'ble between two conceptsthatseem to
be di.u_ely different. For example, a baseline _ with a
canard, a wing. and • conventional taft may be reshaped into
any configu_on fe.am_g all. or only some of these three
1L_g soffaces. This is so because • sensitivity-guided SOP
may eliminate • particular feature, if a design variable is re-
served for that feature and ff the feam_ iJ present in the initial
design (however, a feature initially absent cannot, in general,
be created).
3.5 Non-utilization of Disciplinary Optimization
Organiza6on of the SOP discussed above may be de_-ribed as
"decomposition for sensitivity analysis followed by optimiza-
tion of the entire, undecomposed system",h may be regarded
as • thut'_coming that the procedure leaves no clear place for
the use of the vast expe_ze of optimization available in the in.
dividual black boxes _pre,_umrlng engineering disciplines. Ex-
amples of such local d/seiplinary optimization techniques are
the oplimality crltexia for _um weighl in _uctures, and
shal_g for minimum drag for a constant lift in setodynamics.
It appears that combining these local, disciplinasy opt_miza-
lion techniques with the overall system optimization should
benefit the latter. Indeed, one way in which these techniques
may be used without changing anything in the SOP organiza-
lion _ above is in the SOP initialization. Obviously,
starin 8 SOP fxom • baseline system composed of the black
boxes already pmoptimized for minimum weight, minimum
drag, maximum p_pulsive efficiency, etc. should accelerate
the SOP convergenee and improve the end result_ Such local
oplimizafions could be accomplished separately for each black
box, assuming X and guessing at the Y inputs.
Beyond that, the issue of incorporating the local, disciplinary
optimization in SOP remains to be a challenge for f_rther
development. Some solutions were proposed in ref. 7 and 8 but
their effectiveness is yet to be proven in practice. This issue
win be takenup again in the later discussion in conjunction
with the specialcase of a hiera_hicsystem decomposition
which doesaccommodate thelocaloptimizations.
4. FORMAL DECOMPOSITION
When the system at hand contains a large number of black
boxes and, es-peciaily, if there is little or no experience with
its solution,/t is useful to apply a formal technique to deter-
mine the data flow among the black boxes. The data flow
information is useful because itcharacterizesthe system as
non-hierarchic, hieraxchlc, or hybrid, and this, ill turn, helps to
choose an optimization approach and to establish an efficient
organization of computing. Such formal techniques am avail-
able in Operations Research and some of them were adapted
for the system analysis and op6mizafion pm]_se_, e.g., re£ 9.
4.1 N-square Matrix
A brief introduetion to one such technique begins with a
formalization of a black box (a module) in the system as one
that receives inputs through the top and bottom horizontal _des
and sendstheoutput through the left and right verticalsidesas
as shown in Fig. 13. Using that formalism, one can _present •
four-module system example depicted by the diagram (known
as the graph-theoretic forma 0 in Fig. 14a in • different format
shown in Fig. 141>. That format is known as the N-u_xare
Matrix format because N modules placed along the diagonal
form an N _ table. The N-square Matrix format assumes that
the modules are executed in order f_m upper left to lower
right (although, if possible, concunent executions are allowod).
If the execution order is not yet known, the order along the
diagonal may be arbitrary. Refening to Fig. 13, eech modale
may, potentially, send data ho_.ontally, left and right, and
receive ver_cally fi'om above and fxom below. The actmd
data transmissions fi-orn and to i-th module are detem_ined by
compa_ng the module input _ to the I_._lecessor module
output _ while moving upward in column i. Wherever •
needed input item is found on the outpuI List from modnle j,
• dot is placed at the intersection of the i-th column and j-th
row as • data junction indicating U'an_on of outlet fa'om
module j to input of module i. After the predecesser mod_e
search gets to the first module, it switches to module i + 1
and continues downward through all the s_.cessor modules to
modale N. If more than one source is found for a particnlar
input item, a unique, single source must be judgmentally
selected. However, an output item may be used by several
receiver modules and may also be sent to the outside. The
input items that could not be found in the ve_ca] march are
designated primary inputs to be obtained from the outside of
the system. The above search is readily implementable on •
computer.
When the above search procedure is completed for an the
modules, the result is an N-square Manix as in Fig. 14b that
conveys the same information as the diagram in Fig. 14a but
is amenable to computerized manipulation. To see what inch
manipulation may achieve, observe that each dot in the _er
triangle of the N-square Marl"ix denotes an instance of the
data feedforward, and e.,_h dot in the lower uiangle notes an
instance of the data fe_dbacL Of course, every instance of
a feedback implies an iteration loop required by the assumed
diagonal order of the modules. However, that order may be
changed at will by a code that may be instructed to .,nuitch
the modules around, with the associated permutations of the
rows and columns to preserve the dam junction information, in
order to eliminate as many instances of feedback as posm'ble.
If all of them are eliminated the system admits a sequential
module execution, and may offer oppommlties for concun'ent
executions of some modules. If a complete elimination of
the feedbacks is not posm_le, they are reduced in number
and clustered. An example of a fairly huge N-glUm Matrix
in the _ arbitrary _ is shown in Rg. 15a whRe its
clustered state is shown in Hg. 15"o. In the clustered state
the system is hybrid---pardany hierarchic and parti_y non-
hiera_h/c. A softwase tool that is available to make the above
transfomamion is descra_ in re_. 9. All the modules in one of
the dusters in Fig. i5"o may be regarded as a new supermodule,
and the sys=em diagram may be drawn in temas of these
sufmnnodnles as shown in F_g. 16. Th_ diagram defines a
hieraschic decomposition of a system because the data flow
from the top of the pyramidal hierarchy to the bottom, without
zevefKug the flow and without lateral flow, while inside of
each cluster them is a system whose modules define a non-
hiera_hic decomposition,
The N-squa_ Man'ix stricture has a reflection in the stmc-
tm'e of the mal_ of coefficients in eq. 5: each feedforward
instance in the former gives rise to a Yacobian matrix located
below the diagonal in the latter and each feedback is reflected
in a 7acobian above the diagonal Hence, a sequential system
without feedbacks has a mat_ of coefficients populated only
below the diagonal so that eq. 5 may be solved by backsubsti-
tutiou of the tight hand =ides without factoring of the matrix
of coetScients.
variables (the system level variables) on all the black boxes in
the hierarchic pyramid. As mentioned in the foregoing, the ad-
vantages of the SOP exploiting the hiera_hic structure of the
system is a separation of the bouom level detailed opfimiza-
tions from the top level system optimization, and b_aking the
large system optimization problem into a numbor of maaller
op6miza_on problems, in contrast to the non-hien_hic sys-
tem SOP (Fig. 7) in which optimization is pezformed for the
system as a whole. However, if any of these black boxes in
a hierarchic system contains a duste_ (see discussion of Fig.
16) of blac.k boxes forming a non-lfiera_.hic system, the non-
hierachic system SOP (Hg. 7) may be used to optim/ze it lo-
cally. Hence, both methods for system optimization
above, the one ba.w.d on the linear decomposition (mL I0) as
well as the SOP based on Fig. 7 flowchart have their plaoe in
optimization of a general cue of a hybrid engineering system
that cxta'b/ts both the hierarchic and non-hierarchic stzncmrea
depicted in Fig. 16.
As reported in mL 13, the linear decomposition method was
used to optimize the variables of con.fig_ation geometry and
cruss-secdonal st_ctund dimensions of a transport al_l'aft il-
Instnted in Fig. 17a for minimum fuel burned in a prescn'bed
mission, trader constnints drawn from the disciplines of aero-
dynamics, performance and suax:tm_.,. The analysis was r_I-
atively deep, e.g., a CFD code in aerodynamics, and a finlze
element model of the b_t-up structm'e of the _e m'nc-
ua,_. The number of dedgn variabl_ was over 1300, and
the n_nbe_ of constraints was also in thousands. Optimization
was conducted decompod_ the problem into a throe-level hi.
erarchic system shown in Fig. 17b. A sample of results is
depicted in Fig. 18 showing a smooth convergence of the fuel
mass and the smJctural weight in only 4 to 6 cycles (one cycle
comprised the top-down analy_ and the bottom-up opt-
dons), for both feasa'ble and infea_le initial desk.
4.2 SOP Adapted to Rlerar_c System
When a decomposed system has a hierasthic smJctam: its SOP
may be _.organized to include separate opti_'azatiom in each
black box. This SOP version was _ed in ref. 10 and
called an optimization by linear decomposition. It has found
a number of applicatious, for example, it was the basis for an
algorithra for multi1©vel _ optimizat/on by _bmuctur-
ing in xef. 1I, and its use ia multidisciplhaxy applications was
w.portedin inf.12 forconuul-muctme interactionand in mr.
13 for optlm/zallon of a _-anspo_ aircraft.
Multilevel optimization of a hierarchic system by a linear de-
composition exploits the top-down flow of the analysis infor-
marion. At the bottom kvel, the inputs obtained from analysis
at the next higher level and the appmprhte design vaziables
are regarded as constants in optimizatiou of each, bottom-level
black box. Derivatives of each rech optimization are computed
with respect to these input constants by means of an algo-
rithm descn'bed in ref. 14 and are uJed in linear extrapolations
(hence the name of the technique) to approximate the effect
of the input constants on the optimization_sults.Optimiza-
dons in the black boxes at the next higiaet level approximate
their influence on the lower level optimization by means of
these extrapolations. Thus, the top bhw.k box ol_mizatlon is
perfomaed taking an approximate account of the effect of its
5. GENERALIZATION TO ENT13ZE VEHICLE DESIGN
PROCESS
The approach to the system sensitivity and optimization dis-
cussed in the foregoing may be gone_ized to serve the entire
design process as shown in ref. 15 using as an example a def-
inition of that process given in ref. 16. The process defined in
ref. 16 is a conventional, sequential process illust_ed in Fig.
19. As suggested in the upper fight corner of the flowchart, any
change ina major design vadabte such as the wing or engine
requires reentry into the sequonee and tape.on of an the
operations in the chain. However, the black boxes forming the
sequence axe also forming a coupled system whose diagram is
depicted in Fig. 20. The arrows in the diagram represent the
data flow among the black boxes, examples of the data being
defined in Table 2. Application of the SSA based on eq. 5 to
the system in Fig. 20 leads to GSE in the format shown in Fig.
21. In the abbreviated notation used in that figure, _j stands
for a Jacobian matrix ,)'ij defined in eq. 3. Solution of the
equations shown in Fig. 21 yields the SDD values that answer
the _whaz if" que_ons implied in the upper right corner of the
flowchart in Fig. 19, and does it for all the variables of interest
simuItaneously and without repeating the _ntire chain for every
ques-don. The SDD values may then be used to support judg-
mental design decisions and/o_ to guide a formal optimization
according to the SOP in Fig. 7.
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Design of an engineering system, such as an aixcraft, is a
formidable task involving a myziad of cross-influences among
_c engineeringdisciplinesand parts of the system. The
time-honored approach to that task is to decompose it into
_maller. more manageable tasks. The paper outlines some
recently developed techniques that rapport s_achan approach
by building an engineering system optimizationon a modular
basis, that comprises engineering s_cialty groups and their
blac.k box tools and allows engineers to retain responsn-bflity for
their domains while woddag concuneatly on manageable tasks
and communicating with each other by means of sensitivity
data. The modularity and concun-ence of operations map
onto the familiar _ of the engineering organizations
and are compatible with the emerging computer technology
of mulfiprocessor computerJ and distributed computing. The
only major new requilemeat is the generation of derivatives of
output with respect to input in each specialtydomain.
The use of sensitivity data as the communication medium is the
distinguishing featme of the proposed approach and replesent
a major improvement over the present practice because it adds
the trend in.formation to the function value information_ Both
,'ypes of information enhance the human judgment and intuition
wh,le being readily usable in guiding the formal optim/zation
proceAutes.
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Table 1
Hypersonic aircraft optimization results
Table 2
Coupling data in aircraft system
B a ..,;clJ.rle
Optimization parameter value
Design variable
1. Forebody length 1,000
2. Cone angle 1.000
3. Upper surface height 1.000
4. Geometric transition length 1,000
5. Eaevon deflection 1.000
6. Body'flap deflection 1.000
Objective IF.ffecdve trimmed lsp 1.000
Optimization
resutls
1.0209
0.9693
1.0029
1.0760
0.8620
1.0320
I.1159
Vector Y 1 Content examples
._ See the box labeled INPUT.
j Wing area. aspect ratio, taper, _eep angle,
.. airfoil geometry data. Engine thrust.
3 Fuel tank locations and assumed volumes.
4 Wing structural weight and internal volume.
S Take-off Gross Weight.
6 See box 6.
7 Landing gear weight and location, in
stowed and extended position.
Take-off field length.
Time
i. Qualitative and quandtative sides of a design process.
[input _t design variables 1
System analysis
Vehicle
performance
Propulaio_e rody nam ics
S b.UCture ____._vX,.,_L_ Control
\ t/_J / Auxilliery
Weight= _ systemsii
:
i
[ System behavior dim]
2+ Interactions in a system analysis and "What _" questions.
__E_--_ Thrust
t _f_ ""
• +.:_:.+:i+!!i!ii!i!iiiiii+!!i+i!!!,+!iil;_:.,:_.....
'__Engine
I
J
ICh_nge_ Structural _-.._ Shock wave%
deformations! I position I
" _&C.G. _'_ on inlet I
---jAngle of 1
attack I
J
Propulsion
efficiency J
' j_ I Vehicle
Pei°rmance_ reslzlng
3, A desi_a change triggering a complex chain of effects.
9y P
4. Example of a three componenl system.
J
_Wing box
System inaly$il 1
System sire sitlvity i
[ GSE formation ind soluitonJ
X Yil Yy
7. Flowchart of the System Op_izazion procedure (SOP).
Fuselage
r upper surtace_ Vertical tail-
'o,_ "_ _/
.----,,_ Z_<._o..o.,o,
8. Hypcrsordc _rcraft; some of the con.fgur_ion desig_
van--bles.
5. Wingbox in aircraft wing.
,_, Performance l_
IStructuresI_ _iAerodynamicsi
R : const (cC-6.L_Ln {A + WP_ ; I
I:i/ \ We /' J
[Aei°dynam_csI /
[__, Deformation 1/
'-qWeightJ
1 Normalized
dR
dt
6. a) System of mathematical models, the Breguer formula,
and the channels of Lrd]uence for the wing cover thickness:
CR
b) Verticalbars Ll]ustratemagrumde of derivativesof range
with respect Io thickness.
Hypersonic Interceptor
Cruise Mach=5.5
a)
10
Mission Range
Outbound i Inbound
2000 NM 2000 NM
9. a) Hypersonic interceptor, b) .Mission profile.
Baseline
vehicle
& inputs
Vehicle Fuel
-- wetted Geometry available
areas
.._ Massproperties
%
Takeoff
I
Ic°ntinue I
/.o
gross \,
weight"*, i
Mach,t"
alt, a
/ cs,c_
I
Takeoff convergence
gross weight criteria
satisfied?
Fuel XX_es
equired
Performance
/ T_hrus t Mach, Alt, a _=Pset, TVA
fue,flow \
Propulsion I
lO Syst¢m of mathemadc,_l models for hypersonic inte_eptor
optl/nlzabon.
Change in design variables
from baseline to optimum
Wing Turbojet Ramjet Fuselage
area size size length
Change In objective function and
constraits from baseline to optimum
1- 20
0.8- 16
0.6- 12
0.4. i
0.2.
O.
Takeoff IFuel
gross balancel
weight <0.1
100-
80-
°J
20
0-
Intercept
time<55
rain
225-
200"
150"
100"
50"
Takeoff
vel<195
knots
[] Baseline
[] At optimum
II.
Y2
Sample results from hypersonic interceptor opt_d.z_ion.
fl =0 Y2
f2=0 J f2=0, 11=0 _
- /
  r2=0 -°
a) Yl b) Yl
12. System solution: a) Intersection point: b) Tangency point.
t IOUTPOTI
- _ i MODULE I
Info. fed upstream I
feedback I
INPUT ]
from downltreem
-
feedback el
t INPUT coming from upstream
A _, feed-forward
] OUTPUTJ
i _' : :
I
I
¥
Info. fed downstream
teed-forward
11
13. Schematic definition of a modcle.
12
4
14. Example of a system: a) Graph format; b) N-square Matrix
format.
b)
b) Execution or_r rea_-anged to reduce a_d cluster the
feedbacks.
15. System N'-squaze Matrix: a) Random execution orden
E
E
16. Hierarchic sb-uctua'e of clusters in a system.
13
17. Opdmization of a transport aircraft: a) Configuration;
Aircraft [performance
b) Hierarchic system of modules.
Block fuel
Ibs
220 x 10 3
210£
200
190
180
170
o Case 1
D Case 2
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
Cycles
18. Sample of results from transport aircraft oplSsrtizat_on.
Wing
weight
Ibs
90x 10 3
r-
80 _- o Case 1
/ ,q Case 2
60
50 '
40 J
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
Cycles
14
'_ Initial estimate ol
Input I/l_ I empty & take-oil weight
Mission & pedormance criteria |1 ii
* Payload II [.'
Wing Sizing
• Range Ill'l_ _ * No. of engines
• Cruise altitude I I I " Engine configuration
• Cruise speed H L .& size ,Take-off fi l length or
approach speed _f
• Climb requirements • LayouJ design
Configuration geometry & data i: General arrangement
Technology data Geometry parameters
• Aerodynamics except empennage
• Pt,oputslon
• Stability and control | Weight & balance
• Airframe and systems I
weight data [ • Group weights
I ° Wing location
- Loading C.G. limits
I • HorizOntal tail size
I ° Aerodynamic C.G. limits
I ° Vertical tail size
_[ Mlssion performance
r. cruise speed
No_ Yes-
19. A conventional, sequential desiLm process for ai.rcru£1.
®
X-------_
®
i Wing sizingNo. of engines
Engine configuration
& size
Y4
Weight & balance
• Group weights
• Wing location
• Loading C.G. limits
• Horizontal tall size
: Aerodynamic C.G. limitsVertical tell size
_ Change, we|grit, wing & engine s_e _,_
; Fietd performance l t _ Implies a
- Ua"k"e-_%:'friie/_e_%__n / / "Perturb'and,]reanatyze
• Landing field length ] / to answer "wnaz 11'
• communi; noise i / questions
[Performance\ [
| criteria /_--.-- No ----'-J
Yes
Evaluation & output
• Three-view drawings
• Weight-balance diagram
• Drag polars, lift curves
• Oil-design performance
• Weight statement
• Operating cost
Input
Mission & performance criteria
i PayloadRangeCruise altitude
Crulse speed
: Take-off field length or
approach speed
o Climb requirements
Configuration geometry & data
Technology data
• Aerodynamics
• Propulsion
• Stability and control
• Airframe and systems
weight data
®
Layout design i
General arrangement I
Geometry parameters I"< X
except empennage J
Initial estimate of I
empty & take-off weight I
Undercarriage design
• Take-off field length
Landing field length
: Community noise
Mission performance
• Cruise sFccd
• Payload range
20.BlackboxesfromFig.19forminga system.
15
• System sensitivity equations of design represented as coupled system
-- -- ("dY1 "_ /' aY1 _ / aY1 '_
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 --
dX k ax k 8x L
"Y21 I "Y23 "Y24 "Y25 0 -Y27 dY2 : :
"Y31 0 I 0 0 0 0 dX k • .
"Y41 "Y42 "Y43 I "Y45 0 "Y47 dY3 ; :
"Y51 0 0 0 I 0 0 dX--"-k " °
0 "Y62 0 0 "Y65 1 0 dY4 = aY__ji aYi
"Y71 "Y72 "Y73 "Y74 0 0 I dXk aXk OXL
-- dY5 " "
dX k • •
dY6 : , :
dX k • .j •dY7 " .
A A
1
I r I
I i
• These system derivatives answer "What if" questions regarding these
variables without reanalyzing the system
21. GSE matrix for the system of Fig. 20.
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